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Little Birds
Tift Merritt

This is a guess by ear. I m absolutely NOT sure this is right, but I coulnd t
find any
tab on the net. Also, most of the lyrics are absolutely wrong, but I couldn t
find the
lyrics either and I m not a native anglophone, so I hope you ll forgive me for 
that. The lyrics I put are just to give an idea.
Instead of the G6 you can paly a simple G as well, both sound acceptable.
If you are a beginner, you may want to transpose it in G (+5 or -7, it s the
same) to 
eliminate the barrÃ©s, and maybe put a capo on 7th fret.

Slightly unusual chords:
A6: x02222 (the easiest way to play it is using a semi-barrÃ¨)
G6: 320000 

Intro:
Bm        A6
Bm        A6

       Bm             A6
 Little birds, little birds
 G          D
waking on a saturday
      A                G
or something break and run away
 G                  D                A
catch you, wake you up and make you bleed
 G6
free

        Bm            A6
Little birds,Â little birds,
    G       D                  A               G
No one can tell you where the line of trouble hides itself.
G                    D              A
You find it how you can, sometimes too
G6
late.

        Bm           A6
little birds, little birds
        Bm           A6
G               D
 find me, it s happening
E               G
  something is  happening



G                   D
 all you have been waiting for
E            G6
 this is the day

        Bm            A6
little birds, little birds
      G              D
call out to one and love you
A          G
everybody have
G                 D
no one hears you break
     A             G
the surface of the water
no one hears you break
the surface of the water
you hardly break
the surface of the water

        Bm            A6
little birds, little birds
        Bm            A6
little birds.
        Bm            A6
        Bm            A6
        Bm


